Abstract: We present an effective field theory study of radiation and radiation reaction effects for scalar and electromagnetic fields in general spacetime dimensions. Our method unifies the treatment of outgoing radiation and its reaction force within a single action principle. Central ingredients are the field doubling method, which is the classical version of the closed time path formalism and allows a treatment of non-conservative effects within an action, action level matching of system and radiation zones, and the use of fields which are adapted to the enhanced symmetries of each zone. New results include compact expressions for radiative multipoles, radiation, and radiation reaction effective action in any spacetime dimension. We emphasize dimension-dependent features such as the difference between electric and magnetic multipoles in higher dimensions and the temporal non-locality nature of the effective action for odd spacetime dimensions, which is a reflection of indirect propagation ("tail effect") in the full theory. This work generalizes the method and results developed for 4 dimensions in [arXiv:1305.6930], and prepares the way for a treatment of the gravitational case.
Introduction
While extensive work has been done on the post-Newtonian (PN) 2-body problem in General Relativity (GR) in four spacetime dimensions (see section (1) of paper I [1] for a comprehensive review of existing literature), much less is known in general spacetime dimensions (d). In this paper we study PN radiative effects, namely radiation and radiation reaction (RR), for (massless) scalar and electromagnetic (EM) theories in general d. We work within an effective field theory (EFT) approach, which was introduced in [2] to the PN limit of GR and applied to the study of dissipative effects in 4-dimensional GR also in [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Our study of non-conservative effects in scalar and EM theories gives new results and insights into the problem already in these physically important cases, and lays foundations for a comprehensive treatment of these effects in higher d GR (see [9] for the first treatment of gravitational radiation in higher d within the EFT approach), where the main additional complication is the theory's nonlinearity. is constructed from the original action. Only after deriving equations of motion (EOM) from this generalized action, one enforces the so-called physical condition, identifying each field with its doubled counterpart. The resulting forces in the EOM can be dissipative. In order to formulate the whole problem within a single action principle, we introduce new matching fields which couple to system & radiation zone fields at an appropriate boundary. We call these fields "2-way multipoles". We physically interpret them as the multipole moments of the system (living at the origin of the radiation zone and at infinity of the system zone), but they are treated as any other field in the theory. Thereby, matching is lifted to the level of the action.
The main goal of this paper is to compute, in general d, the radiative multipoles, outgoing radiation, RR effective action, dissipated energy and RR force in the cases of scalar and electromagnetic fields, thereby generalizing the method devised in paper I to general d. We comment that this paper is not intended to be self contained: the main ideas and ingredients of our formulation are thoroughly elaborated on in paper I, and here we generalize and apply them to obtain new results in higher dimensions. The ability to generalize the machinery set up in paper I in order to obtain new results demonstrates the method's efficiency. Moreover, this generalization is natural since a central step in the method is a reduction to one dimension (corresponding to the radial coordinate) -and from there on the treatment is very similar to the one done in 4d.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we treat the scalar field case, which already contains most of our formulation's main ingredients. In particular this section contains a thorough discussion of the tail effect in non-even spacetime dimensions. In section 3 we treat the EM case, where one must account for the additional polarizations available for general dimensional vector fields. In both sections we also show explicitly successful comparisons to known results in 4d and 6d. Sections 2, 3 contain detailed derivations of our results, intended to maximally clarify our computations for interested readers. In section 4 we briefly summarize our main results and definitions. In section 5 we discuss these results and elaborate on future directions.
Conventions and nomenclature: We use the mostly plus signature for the flat ddimensional spacetime metric η µν , as well as c = 1. We denote D := d − 1,d := d − 3, and Ωd +1 is the volume of a unitd + 1 dimensional sphere. Lower case Greek letters denote {0, 1, .., D} spacetime indices, lower case Latin letters denote {1..D} spatial indices, upper case Greek letters denote {1..(d + 1)} indices on the sphere, upper Latin letters are spatial multi-indices, and Hebrew letters (ℵ) enumerate different vectorial harmonics on the sphere.
Field doubling conventions:
We work in the Keldysh ([28] ) representation of the field doubling formalism, where for every field φ (and source function) in the original action, we introduce a counterpartφ, interpreted as the difference between the doubled degrees of freedom, and with it a new EOM:
(after the derivation of EOM) is trivial. We write the radiation reaction (RR) effective actionŜ in terms of the system's multipoles and their doubled counterparts, which are defined aŝ
In particular, for a source composed of point particles the doubled multipoles are given bŷ 3) and the EOM for the A th point particle is δŜ δx A = 0 For a detailed survey of the doubling formalism used in this paper, see section (2.4) of paper I.
Scalar case

Spherical waves and double-field action
We start with a massless scalar field coupled to some charge distribution in arbitrary spacetime dimension d. We take the action to be
which leads to the usual field equation
Spherical waves: conventions. We shall work in the frequency domain and use a basis of spherical decomposition to multipoles. We note that any symmetric trace free tensor φ L ( being given), can be represented equivalently using the standard (scalar) spherical harmonic representation φ m (who form a basis of dimension D (d + 1, 0) 1 ) or using functions on the unit sphere φ (Ωd +1 ), with the different forms related by
We found it convenient to use the φ L decomposition, which is similar to the Maxwell cartesian spherical multipoles [31] [32] [33] [34] . We thus decompose the field and the sources as
is the number of independent spherical harmonics of degree and spin s on the n-sphere. We
where L = (k 1 k 2 · · · k ) is a multi-index and x L is the corresponding symmetric-trace-free (STF) multipole
With g ΩΩ the metric on thed + 1 dimensional unit sphere, the x L are eigenfunctions of the Laplacian operator on that sphere,
For any dimension d, an orthogonal basis can be constructed from the multipoles, satisfying
We use the summation conventions and definitions following [1] (see Appendix B.1) and note that d = 4 impliesd = 1, N ,1 = (2 + 1)!! −1 . We also use the inverse transformation
Spherical waves: dynamics. In the new notation, using Φ L−ω = Φ * Lω , the action (2.1) becomes 12) with the source term defined as
From (2.12) we derive the EOM
Defining x := ωr the homogenous part of this equation is 15) and its solutions ψ ,d = ψ α =j α ,ỹ α ,h ± α (with α = +d/2) are Bessel functions up to normalization (see Appendix B.2). Thus the propagator for spherical waves is for oddd and to
for evend. We turn to derive the source terms (vertices) in the radiation zone. This is done through matching with the system zone according to the diagrammatic definition
(2.18)
From the radiation zone point of view the sources Q Lω as located at the origin or r = 0. Hence the radiation zone field can be written as
In the full theory (or equivalently in the system zone), on the other hand, we can also use spherical waves to obtain the field outside the source as
By comparing the above expressions for the field (2.19,2.20) and using (2.11) to return to the time domain we find that the radiation source multipoles are
We note that from the series expansion ofj α (B.8) it can be seen that Q L includes only even powers of i∂ t , for every ,d, and is thus well-defined and real. A simple test of substituting d = 4 shows these multipoles coincide with the multipoles given by Ross [35] and by paper I. We can think of this process as a "zoom out balayage" (French for sweeping/scanningsee paper I) of the original charge distribution ρ( r) into Q L carried out through propagation withj α (ωr). A useful representation of this result is
(z)ρ( r, u + zr) , (2.22) where (inspired by [36, 37] ) we have implicitly defined thed-dimensional generating timeweighted function 23) remarking that for oddd (even space-time dimension),
Altogether the Feynman rules in the radiation zone for the propagator and vertices are 26) where for future use we allowed for a possible polarization label and a rational ,ddependent factor R s which is absent in the scalar case, namely R| s=0 = 1.
Outgoing radiation and the RR effective action
We can now use these Feynman rules to compute central quantities.
Outgoing radiation can now be found diagrammatically as
where we used the asymptotic forms ofh α (x) (B.9) andj α (ωr )| r =0 = 1 for the source at r = 0, and (2.17). In oddd we can use (2.5) to find that (as r → ∞) the outgoing radiation is 
where we have used (2.4,2.8,2.10). We note in particular that in even dimension d we can find the symmetric time-domain form,
We remark that in 4d this matches (3.22) of [1] and (15) of [35] (note normalization and summation conventions). Radiation reaction effective action encodes the RR force and is given formally bŷ
where now both vertices are taken at r = r = 0. For non-evend (odd or non-integer), we usej α (0) = 1, and (B.8, B.10) forj α ,ỹ α , to find
The contribution from thej 2 α (0) = 1 term is simple and independent of dimension. Thẽ j αỹα contributes both a Taylor series x 2p+2q and a Laurent series x 2p+2q−2α . We note that for everyd, the number of terms divergent as x → 0 is finite ( + d +1
2 ), and these amount to renormalizations of the different multipole moments. The Taylor series consists of an infinite number of zeroes (p + q > 0), and a single (p = q = 0) imaginary numerical correction, icot(απ). Therefore for non-evend we are left with
Substituting in (2.31), we find 35) in all non-evend. In odd integerd, using (2.11,2.17) we return to the time-domain, finding the radiation reaction effective action to bê
where Q L was given by (2.21) and
We remark especially that this action, and as we shall see the dissipated energy and the self force, are given by regular, local and real expressions for all oddd. The computation itself reduces to mere multiplication: vertex -propagator -vertex. The expression (4.6) contains an odd number of time derivatives, matching our expectation of a time-asymmetric dissipative term. In fractional dimensions, transforming (2.35) back to the time domain introduces the Fourier transform of a fractional derivative, yieldinĝ
Thus in fractional dimensions, the self-force has a nonlocal ("tail") contribution, originating from transforming (−iω) −b . We note that this tail integral converges at t →t, and under reasonable assumptions regarding Q L (t) at very early times converges at t →−∞ as well. As shown earlier, in even integer dimensions b = 0 and the transformation produces a delta function in time, indicating locality. However, the same form does not apply at odd integer d, because the Bessel functions and G α assume a different form. Using a limiting process over d = d + for → 0 + , corresponding to n = 2 +d+1, b = 1− , we expect a ln term to appear as b → 1 − ; we treat it separately.
Odd spacetime dimensions
Radiation in odd spacetime dimensions -as in any dimension -is given in the frequency domain by eq. (2.27). However, radiation in the time domain will look essentially different, as we know that in odd d an additional effect of indirect (off the lightcone) propagation comes into play. In our analysis, this effect appears in (2.27) via non-analyticity of the frequency domain solution for the field, in the form of a branch cut. An inverse Fourier transform of the solution can now have two distinct contributions (see fig. 2 ): one from the integral along the branch cut, which gives rise to a tail term, and the other from the arc at |ω| → −∞ ( ω < 0), which may give rise to a local term. Fourier transforming as described gives the radiation at infinity 39) which converges at both integration limits under reasonable assumptions for Q L (t).
In the case of odd spacetime dimensions (evend), α = +d 2 = n is an integer, and (B.10) forỹ α must be replaced with (B.11). This is of importance in the analysis of the RR effective action (2.31,2.32). Multiplying the Bessel functionsj n (ωr),j n (ωr )+iỹ n (ωr ) and taking the limit r, r → 0 at the same rate 2 , we again regularize the finite number of terms of joint negative degree, ignore the infinite number of positive degree terms (each giving zero), and are left only with a ln term and with constant terms,
where H(n) is the n'th harmonic number. In the frequency domain, therefore, the RR effective action is given by (2.31) with G α given in (2.40) . To obtain the time-domain representation of the RR effective action, we integrate over ω. Again, we are presented with the branch-cut discontinuity of the ln term, absent from the even dimensional case. Placing the branch cut along the negative imaginary w axis (ω = −iσ, with σ ∈ R, σ ≥ 0), we use contour integration (as shown in figure 2 ) to find the (dimensionally regularized) identity
where µ is some arbitrary timescale of the system. Using the definition of the Fourier transform
) and the expressions (2.40,2.17), from (2.31) we obtain the odd-dimensional radiation-reaction effective action in the time domain,
The ln (r /µ) term acts as a regulator for the integral -it takes care of its divergence near the coincidence limit t → t, as the size of the system (c = 1) is also roughly the natural cutoff for the t integration. However, it also generically adds a finite local term of the same form as the local terms already present in (2.42). The value of this additional term depends on the short-scale structure of the sources (as, for example, in [6] ). In principle it should be determined through matching to the full theory (c.f. [2] ). It would be interesting to start by analyzing the simple case of a single point particle in the full theory, which would also require Detweiler-Whiting ( [38] ) regularization. One can write the RR effective action, therefore, implicitly aŝ
the point of view of the full theory, for a single point source and its hatted counterpart obviously r = r . For a composite source, however, there is no unique radial position of the source. This is strongly related to the fact that in general the local term in the RR effective action depends on the source's short-distance details.
Thus we find that in odd spacetime dimensions the action includes both a local (purely conservative) term and a non-local term, which is responsible for dissipative effects. The non-local (but causal!) term is a manifestation, in our effective theory of multipoles, of field propagation inside the lightcone (the so-called "tail" effect) in the spacetime picture. It is known that integrating out a massless degree of freedom generically leads to a non-local effective action [22, 39, 40] , as was shown to be the case in odd spacetime dimensions. The even-dimensional case turns out to be the special case where the effective action is still local after this elimination.
Applications and tests
Perturbative expansion of the RR force. Consider the case of a single charged body with a prescribed trajectory ("being held and waved at the tip of a wand") interacting with a scalar field. In this case the notion of RR force and self-force coincide. For 4d, the fully relativistic force expression is given analogously to the Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac (ALD) self force [11, 12] familiar from electromagnetism:
Expansion of this equation to leading and +1PN orders yields
Upon substitutingd = 1, all the expressions given in sections 2.1 and 2.2 can be seen to yield expressions identical to those given in paper I (section (3.1.2)) for the scalar field; in particular, the 4d ALD force at leading and next-to-leading order (2.45) is recovered immediately. We derive the formula for the RR force in general even dimensions, and also check explicitly d = 6, for which an ALD-like radiation-reaction 4-force on a scalar charge was developed by Galt'sov [25, 26] . Our method derives the RR force from the action and multipoles (2.21,4.6) in three stages: by using a source term of a point particle for ρ, by matching the appropriateρ, and by finally calculating the contribution from generalized Euler-Lagrange equation δS/δx i . The source term corresponding to a scalar-charged point particle with a trajectory
Thus we find
Accordingly we obtain the Lagrangian, which after moving 2p time derivatives from thê x L multipoles to the x L multipoles by partial integration becomeŝ
In the EOM, the RR force contribution is given by the variation byx j ,
The leading order arises from the same term (the leading dipole term = 1, p =p = s = s = 0) in every (even) dimension, and is given by
The term for d = 6 (d = 3) is shown in table 1. Out of the 15 possible action terms in the next-to-leading order (for different , p,p, s,ŝ), we find using the Euler-Lagrange equation 9 non-zero contributions to the force (recorded in table 2 for d = 6). Adding these contributions we find
We compared this result (2.51) to Galt'sov's expression for the 6-dimensional scalar d-force in flat space. We seem to find sign mismatches between his results from 2007 [25] and 2011 [26] ; we assume an expression identical to his up to the signs of two subleading terms (( ... xẍ)ẍ µ ,ẍ 2 ... ...
where all derivatives are now with respect to t, namely
This result coincides exactly with our result (2.51) to +1PN order. 
... a j Table 2 . Next-to-Leading order contribution to the scalar self-force
We can also use the multipole formulation (4.6, 2.37, 2.48, 2.49) to calculate the power dissipated by the RR force in even dimension d:
The time-averaged power is found using 2 integrations by parts, to bė
which agrees with (2.30). In 6d, we record the radiated power to +1PN order,
We note the special case of 2d, where the only STF multipoles are {1, x}; the leading order remains (2.50), while at higher orders the sum over L trivializes.
Electromagnetism
The EM action is given by
Working in spherical coordinates (t, r, Ω), we reduce over the sphere as in (2.4,2.5). The EM field and sources are decomposed as
where the scalar multipoles x L (2.8,2.9) are now supplemented by the divergenceless vector multipoles x L ℵ Ω , enumerated by an antisymmetric multi-index ℵ taken from the Hebrew alphabet, representing D − 3 spherical indices:
where 
, and thus these indeed form a single family; ℵ is then an empty string.
We note that only three inverse transformations are required, as we henceforth replace J S Lω using current conservation
We plug (3.2) into the action (3.1) to obtain
where := d dr , and we use A L−ω = A * Lω , J L−ω = J * Lω since A µ (x), J µ (x) are real. In the spirit of [27] , we notice that A Lω r is an auxiliary field, a field whose derivative A r does not appear in (3.7). Therefore, its EOM is algebraic and is solved to yield
Substituting the solution into the action, it is seen that the action can be separated into independent fields, corresponding to the different possible polarizations. We distinguish between the vectorial A Lω V ℵ fields, as they appear already in (3.7), coupled to the vector source terms
and the scalar fieldsÃ 10) which are coupled to the corresponding source terms
where Λ := ω 2 r 2 cs , and we have used (3.6). The action can now be concisely decoupled to scalar and vector parts (omitting hereafter the indices (Lω) for brevity):
and we treat them separately. Note that for = 0 we have ρ S Lω = 0 (see eq. (3.6),(3.11)) as well as S V = 0, thus only ≥ 1 need be considered.
The scalar part of the EM action
We derive the equation of motion for the scalar action from S Lω S (3.13) by treating (r Ã S ) as the field, and finding equations for its conjugate momentum N ,d r Π S ,
Differentiating (3.16) with respect to r, substituting (3.15), and renaming the field A E and source term ρ A E Lω (recalling (3.5),(3.11)) as
we find the equation
This equation is of the same form as (2.14), up to the replacement of G by
thus we find a propagator similar to (2.16), We again present the EFT Feynman rules following the steps (2.19,2.20,2.21). In the radiation zone, the field can be written as
where Q E Lω are the sources ( fig. 2.18 ). In the full theory the solution outside the sources is given (see 3.18) by
+ (ωr) , (3.22) and the sources can be read off and identified (using (3.5, 3.17), integrations by parts and 2.15) to be
We return to the time domain using (3.5) to find the electric type radiation source multipoles
We note here that an expansion ofj α according to (B.8) reproduces, for d = 4, eq.(47) of [35] (after using current conservation, eq. (49) there).
The vector part of the EM action
For the vector sector of the action, we rewrite (3.14) in a form similar to (2.12),
where we have defined (recalling (3.5)) as
The action (3.26) is again identical to (2.12) up to a prefactor of R − 1 , with a source similar to (2.13). The propagator, therefore, is (compare 2.16, 3.20) 2.19,2.20,2.21,3.21,3.22,3.24) , to find
where we have used (3.5,3.9) . In the time domain, we find the magnetic radiation source multipoles (compare (2.21, 3.24)),
Presentingj α as a series expansion using (B.8), these coincide with eq.(48) of [35] .
Outgoing EM radiation and the RR effective action
Outgoing EM radiation can now be found diagrammatically (compare 2.27) as
In the time domain, for even d, we find (where is (+)/(−, ℵ) for the electric/magnetic part/s)
The EM double field effective action is a sum of the scalar and vector action diagrams and can be written using our Feynman rules, similarly to (2.31,2.33),
where we have also summed over the ℵ indices, defining the bi-vector multipoles
definingQ L (M ) accordingly, and incurring a factor of
from summing over the different ℵ combinations. The case of the EM field in non-even (and in particular odd) spacetime dimensions is treated in a similar manner to the scalar case (Sec.2.3), and similar non-local "tail" expressions appear (compare with (2.43)):
Applications and tests
Perturbative expansion of the RR force and comparison with ALD. For the RR force on a single accelerating electric charge we have the ALD formula [11] in 4d,
Our expressions, specialized to d = 4, can be seen to be identical to those given in paper I (section (3.2.2)), already shown to reproduce the ALD result. We test here for d = 6, comparing the force with Galt'sov's result [25] :
2 ...
Expanded to leading and next-to-leading order, we find
from which we also find an expression for the emitted power,
For our RR force calculation on a point charge q along a path x(t), we rewrite the action 
for the scalar part and
for the vector part. Similarly to the scalar RR computation, we integrate by parts to move the 2p (or 2p + 1) time derivatives from thex L multipoles to the x L multipoles, and use the EOM (2.49)
found from variation with respect tox j . We thus find the leading RR force, arising from the electric dipole term ( = 1, p =p = 0, sources ρ,ρ) at every (even) dimension d to be
The term for d = 4 of course matches ALD; the term for d = 6 is recorded in table 3 , and matches that expected from Galt'sov (3.43). In fact, in every even dimension this expression matches exactly the leading order PN ( v c << 1) which can be derived from Kazinski, Lyakhovich & Sharapov ( [16] ) eq. (26), (30) , found in a very different method ( [17, 18] ). We find the exact match to significantly support the validity of both our method and Kazinski et al's. The next-to-leading-order includes 5 contributions to the scalar sector, summarized for 6d in table 4, as well as the leading vector contribution (table 5) . Their sum is identical with Galt'sov's result (3.43) 4 . We have also tested these expressions using Mathematica Code[48] for dimensions (8, 10, 12, 14, 16) , finding in every case non-trivial cancellations of all non-physical terms (the terms involving explicit position coordinates, breaking translation invariance). We remark also that at d = 2 the only STF tensor is x ( = 1), and we reproduce the expected null result for the action, radiation and self-force identically to any order. Table 3 . Leading order contribution to the 6d EM self-force (only electric = +)
... a j Table 4 . Next-to-Leading order contribution to the 6d EM self-force, scalar (electric = +) sector pp srcL/q 2 F j /q 2 2 0 0 ρρ Table 5 . Next-to-Leading order contribution to the 6d EM self-force, from vector (magnetic = −) sector
Dissipated power. Similarly to (2.54), we compute the power of the RR force on the accelerating charge, now using (3.35):
The time-averaged power is found using
followed by +d 2 integrations by parts (and recallingd is odd), to be
In the 4d case, we recognize this result as Ross' eq.(52) [35] (with a 4π normalization factor, and re-introducing the 1 ! factor for comparison, see Appendix B.1).
Summary of results
In this section we summarize the essential definitions and main results obtained in the paper. We use bessel-like functions defined (B.8) as
where J α (x) is the Bessel function of the first kind.
. . x k T F are trace-free tensor products of spatial position vectors (2.6), using the summation conventions of (B.1). We write the radiation reaction (RR) effective actionŜ in terms of the system's multipoles Q L and their doubled counterpartsQ = δQ δρρ (1.2), and find the EOM by variation ofŜ with respect to hatted fields (1.1).
For a massless scalar field coupled to sources
we find the radiative multipoles to be
In even-dimensional spacetime, outgoing radiation is given by 4) and the power dissipated through it iṡ
Elimination of system & radiation zone fields gives the radiation reaction (RR) effective actionŜ
In odd-dimensional spacetime, frequency domain results are similar to those of the even dimensional case. In the time domain, outgoing radiation is given by
and the RR effective action bŷ 8) where the regularization is discussed in Sec. 2.3. The coefficient of the local term in (4.8) above is not universal but depends on the short-distance details of the system. For an EM field coupled to sources
we find the following electric and magnetic multipoles 10) where ℵ is an antisymmetric multi-index (3.3). Radiation in even spacetime dimensions is given by 11) where is (+) for the electric sector and (−, ℵ) for the magnetic sectors, and
The RR effective action in even spacetime dimensions iŝ
(4.13)
The case of the EM field in non-even (and in particular odd) spacetime dimensions is treated in a similar manner to the scalar case, and similar non-local "tail" expressions
14)
Discussion
In this paper we formulated an EFT describing radiative effects in scalar and EM theories in general spacetime dimensions and applied it to solve for the radiation and radiation reaction effective action in these cases, thereby generalizing the 4d treatment of paper I. We found that the method devised there naturally generalizes to higher dimensions, providing new results even in these linear, well studied theories (see section 4) and laying a solid foundation for the study of such effects in higher dimensional GR. Some dimension-dependent issues that need to be handled with care appeared. One of them is the tail effect in odd spacetime dimensions (and, formally, in all non-even d), which is due to indirect propagation -propagation not restricted to the lightcone. We found that while frequency domain analyses of any spacetime dimensions are similar, time domain results are substantially different. From our analysis' point of view, the difference is all due to different analytic properties of the fields and effective actions in the complex frequency plane. It appears only when transforming the results into the time domain. In particular, we find that in odd d the RR effective action is composed of a nonlocal part which contains all the dissipative effects, and a local conservative part; while in even d the RR effective action contains only a local part which is purely dissipative.
We remark that there has been debate [14-19, 21, 22] over the very possibility of defining and regularizing self-force and radiation-reaction even in general even dimensions. We hope our independent method and results for scalar and EM fields in any dimension help shed new light on the matter.
Another important issue appeared when treating fields with nonzero spin, namely the issue of having multiple fields, and the associated question of gauges. Here these arose in the case of the EM field of spin 1. One of the main ideas of our method is the use of gauge-invariant spherical fields and the reduction of the problem to 1d. This was done with a vector spherical harmonic decomposition. In 4d, the electric field (which behaves like a scalar on the sphere) and magnetic field (which behaves like a vector on the sphere) are very similar -one is a vector field and the other an axial vector field. However, the magnetic field is more generally a two-form field. This is more visible when working in d > 4, where for example one obtains essentially different multipoles for these two sectors, which live in different representations of the rotation group. Going to higher spins in higher dimensions, more sectors appear -a rank-2 tensor sector in GR, etc.
The main complication that arises in the gravitational case is the theory's nonlinearity. Although for the leading order the linearized theory suffices, just as in 4d, going to higher order one would need to include nonlinear interactions -a +1PN correction from first system zone nonlinearities, +1.5PN from first radiation zone nonlinearities, and so on. Also, there is a PN order hierarchy between the different sectors: only the scalar sector is needed for leading order, for next-to-leading (+1PN) order the vector sector must also be accounted for, and at next-to-next-to-leading (+2PN) order the tensor sector also begins to contribute. We treat the general d gravitational 2-body problem and its non-linearities separately in [49] .
It would be interesting to use and enhance our method in the study of higher order radiation zone effects (first in 4d). For example, one can replace the Bessel functions in our propagators with Regge-Wheeler/Zerilli functions (solutions for gravitational perturbations around non-rotating black holes) and compare results for an observable -e.g., emitted radiation -to those obtained by the usual EFT sum of diagrams for scattering of waves off the total mass of the system. This could both improve the EFT and give insight on the problem from a new angle.
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A Solution without zone separation
A.1 Scalar field
Looking back at the field equation for a scalar field Φ (2.2) using the spherical decomposition (2.4,2.5, 2.10,2.11,2.13), we see that it can be solved using the propagator (2.16), yielding (r > r )
Restricting to even integer spacetimes d (oddd), the self-force arises only from the timeasymmetric part of the propagator. Sinceỹ α contains only odd powers of ω andj α only even powers, by expanding the spherical Bessel functions as series we find the time-asymmetric propagator is given by
Here we find it more direct to use the {r, r } basis rather than the Keldysh basis. The lagrangian for the self-interactions of a scalar-charged point particle q described by (2.46) is given in the by 5) similarly to the one given by (2.48), and where an ! −1 is implied by the summation convention. The self-force on the particle is found using the Euler-Lagrange equation by first varying according to the difference in trajectories r − r (equivalent to the hatted trajectory of the Keldysh basis), then setting r → r; we see immediately that the force found in (2.49) is recovered exactly.
A.2 Electromagnetic self-force in the Lorentz Gauge
We examine the EM action for the field A µ in d spacetime dimensions (3.1), with a source d-current
Under the Lorenz gauge condition, the wave equation (2.2) is replaced for the Electromagnetic field A µ = (φ, A) by
These d independent equations are each of the form (2.2), except for an opposite overall sign (and G = 1). We can thus use the same propagator (A.2), and we solve the d equations using the same method as in the scalar case: we fourier transform each equation along with its source, integrate using this propagator G odd in the frequency domain, and transform back to find the d EM components, analogously to (A.3):
We note that for the scalar potential term A 0 = φ, this is just equation (A.3) again, where the only difference from the scalar case is the simpler source term (A.7) instead of (2.46), or in other words the absence of the γ term. This means we will find the same contributions to this potential term as we have found for the scalar potential, but without s > 0 corrections. and an ! −1 is implied by the summation convention. We again solve order by order. The leading and next-to-leading orders are recorded in tables 6,7,8. When deriving the E-L equation, the first part introduces the m¨ x term, while .14) gives the EM force. We thus find
The leading and next-to-leading contributions to the self force are recorded in tables 6,7,8. Summed together, we find the two leading orders of the total self force on an EM charge q in d spacetime dimensions to be , correspondingly), and that the next-to-leading order also exactly matches the expected ALD result for d = 4, and Galt'sov's result for d = 6 (3.43) [25] . We also record the emitted power for d = 6 (LO & NLO), Code for computing the self-force for any even dimension is available on our webserver [48] .
B Useful definitions and conventions
In this appendix we collect several definitions and conventions used in this paper.
B.1 Multi-index summation convention
Multi These definitions are such that factors of ! are accounted for automatically.
B.2 Normalizations of Bessel functions
We find it convenient to define an origin-biased normalization of Bessel functions. We start with conventionally normalized solutions of the Bessel equation 
